advance. automate. announce.

Announcing...

“

the world’s
most advanced
automated
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announcement
system

”
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Phonetica

What is
Phonetica?
The solution when you need a exible, consistent
announcement system that’s powerful enough to
integrate across desktop, tablet and mobile.

Whether you’re
installing a new
PA system or
considering an
upgrade...

Phonetica is the world’s
most advanced solution
for consistent, high quality
announcements.
The heart of the Phonetica
system is its library of
messages. Announcements
can be created quickly and
to the ‘house standard’ with
variables preprogrammed and
instant translation available
in multiple languages – all at
the tap of a screen or click
of a mouse.
The touchscreen interface
enables you to create
bespoke messages, providing
stock translation, a preview,
and the ability to precisely
send them to the right zones
in your airport.
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The system can prioritise,
queue and automatically
broadcast messages in
individual zones, improving
audibility and reducing overall
noise in a terminal. The
volume, pronunciation and
clarity of every message is
guaranteed, irrespective of
staff capability or skill level.
Phonetica links with ight
information systems and
provides a full audit trail
of sent messages and gate
calls – ensuring you and your
handling agents are fully
compliant with individual
carrier boarding procedures
– and providing proof of
individual passenger calls.
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Phonetica

advance.
automate.
announce.
across all platforms

Phonetica works with your
existing audio infrastructure,
which means you can upgrade
your entire announcement
system without massive capital
investment or IT risk.
It’s available as outright purchase,
rent or lease. It’s an out of the
box solution that we’re happy to
customise to your individual needs
– different voices, languages,
protocols – for smaller terminals,
international hubs – and those
looking at ‘silent airports’ where
consistency and audibility are
managed in ways that are simply
not an option with microphones
and human fallibility.
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Phonetica

It’s simple...
Imagine an announcement
system that translates, saves time,
minimises customer frustration,
and works on the move?
Phonetica integrates with all leading
amplier and speaker products and
runs on desktop PCs, Android and iOS
tablets. A mobile solution, it enables
you to put terminal teams where
they’re most effective on the ground,
reducing staff costs in traditional back
ofce functions and providing a better
experience for passengers.
It works all day every day –
and comes into its own when the
unexpected happens – locating people
and information where it’s needed –
avoiding queues at traditional, xed
information desks.
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Bene
ts
Overview

For airports of all sizes
Phonetica is...

Simple to adopt

and migrate from your basic system.
We securely load onto your PA
server remotely – or install in person,
working hand in hand with your IT
and engineering team.

Preloaded

with proper nouns such as destination
names and includes a ‘profanity trap’
to avoid abusive language mistakes.

Hassle-free

A mobile solution

Perfectly timed
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we work directly with airport operators
and handling agents plus facilities
management companies, architects,
speciers, PA system providers and
construction companies.

with the ability for ground staff to
generate messages on the move.

clear and consistent public address
in a multitude of languages, with an
audit trail of every message.
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The right choice

The right
messages,
in the right
places,to
the right
people at
the right
time

Savingsta costs,increasing
exibilityandreducingrisk.
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Bene ts
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Making your airport
even more attractive
to new carriers

Most airlines have their own
individual boarding process
with varying numbers of last
calls for no-show passengers.
It’s simple to congure Phonetica
to each and every one, so your
carriers know your airport is
following their wishes to the
letter. And the audit trail facility
can show them every single
announcement in case of a
passenger missed ight dispute.

Bene ts

Bene ts

The

bene ts

“ The edge you need
in an increasingly commoditised marketplace.”

for your
An airport equipped with Phonetica
provides an enhanced experience for
frequent yers and leisure travellers
alike. They get to hear information
when and where they need it to ensure
the smoothest passage through the
airport landside, airside and in-transit.

public

Reunitemissingpeople,visitors
and make the airport a more
welcoming environment.

Partnering with
PA system installers
If you’re in the business of installing
amplier racks and speakers by
competitive tender, adding Phonetica
as part of your solution could gain you
the edge you need in an increasingly
commoditised market.

Whether visitors are dropping off
friends and family, or meeting business
associates, busy airports can lead
to misunderstandings and missed
connections. Phonetica offers an onthe-spot missing persons announcement
service, the faster way to reunite families
and lost colleagues. It’s a great way to
build your reputation as an airport of
choice, improving everyone’s experience
at every touchpoint.

We are happy to work speculatively as a
joint venture partner or a subcontractor
and will provide all the necessary tender
support to ensure an enhanced – and
ultimately winning – bid.

100%compliant,everysingletime.
Constructing a quality
announcement solution to
matchyourexpertise

Your system can be fully congured
to your exact legal compliance criteria,
helping mitigate risk of compensation
claims from passengers or airlines.
It solves potential disputes through its
precise history of regular or ad-hoc
messages, including when, where
and by whom they were made. This
can be interrogated remotely by legal
managers 24/7.
Afulllibraryofcompliant,
automated messages for every day
and every emergency.
Automatically generated (library) safety
messages are guaranteed in frequency,
and exceptional ones such as emergency
evacuation procedures are fast, accurate
and audible whatever situation might
arise – improving HSSE compliance and
keeping passengers and staff
safely informed.
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The pressure to provide the
best airport in its class is immense.
By including Phonetica as an option,
you can be sure that you are proposing
the world’s best and most advanced
PA control solution.

“Providing the information

The

passengers need

bene ts

when and where they need it.”

partners

for
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Gatwick showcase

Partnership
perfected

Gatwick
gets ahead

London Gatwick is the leading airport in
Europe for point-to-point ights and has
the world’s busiest single-use runway.

Working in partnership
to create “most advanced
Automated PA in any
airport in the world”.

Phonetica supplied
Gatwick with its rst fully
automated and mobile PA
system (then called MIA)
in 2013.
Gatwick’s Operations
Manager has described our
system as the “most advanced
Automated PA in any airport
in the world”. We not only
solved quality issues, resulting
in all announcements being
made using the Phonetica
system, but we also increased
efciency in terminals.

Partnership history
Since 1983 we have supplied a
number of systems to Gatwick
including the ‘Fixed Ground Power
Monitoring System’, Information
Desk system and automated PA
controllers. In 2008 we installed a
10Gig bre backbone as part of the
PA extension between North
and South terminals.

Subsequently, Gatwick have
further extended our system
to include 25 additional
languages improving their
passenger relations.
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Costs and bene ts

Invest in the best
PA system in the world
simply call us on +44 (0) 1452 831125
or email info@phonetica.co.uk
We will provide you with a fast and free audit of your traditional system.
For over 30 years we’ve helped airport operators, their terminal managers
and IT teams improve customer experience, reputation and protability.
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30 years
experience
designing,
building
& installing
pioneering
software
& hardware
solutions
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Phonetica
Priestlay House
P
Nottwood Hill, Little London
Longhope
GL17 0AN
United Kingdom
+44 (0) 1452 831125
www.phonetica.co.uk
Phonetica is a product developed by
the consulting electronic engineers at
Microwatt Athena Limited. World leaders
in airport systems for over 30 years.
We are proud to support industries such
as defence, manufacturing and transport
with truly unique solutions in audio and
energy monitoring.

